Health And... Conference

April 11, 2016 at NYU Langone Medical Center’s Department of Population Health
med.nyu.edu/pophealth/health-and-conference

Just 1 day until the #HealthAnd conference. Learn more and join us! bit.ly/1MDZ6Vg

Today's the big day! Our #HealthAnd conference will start in 20 minutes. Learn more bit.ly/1MDZ6Vg

Our chair @MarcGourevitch is giving an opening keynote for today's #HealthAnd conference bit.ly/1MDZ6Vg

Follow us throughout the day for updates from our #HealthAnd conference bit.ly/1MDZ6Vg

https://storify.com/NYULMCpophealth/health-and-conference
Speaker Steven Woolf wrote an editorial for new study finding rich live longer than everyone
#HealthAnd nyti.ms/1S0GFr1

Marc Gourevitch, chair of our department, is kicking #HealthAnd conference off with intro
pic.twitter.com/nKJygNBmGF

In future years, our conference themes might include Health And...Incarceration, Resilience, Migration, Food, says Dr Gourevitch #HealthAnd
Steven Woolf of @VCUSocHealth is giving the keynote for today’s #HealthAnd conference bit.ly/1MDZ6Vg

Dr. Gourevitch says healthcare system should work with other sectors to improve health, b/c of system's resources & human capital #HealthAnd

About 10-20% of our health outcomes are products of what hospitals and doctors do says Steven Woolf #HealthAnd

...Healthcare doesn't have enough of an influence to explain why there are racial disparities in health says Dr Steven Woolf #HealthAnd
Our health is shaped by factors beyond our personal control says Dr Steven Woolf #HealthAnd pic.twitter.com/3g5kEg0CEj
Ready for the @NYULMCpophealth #healthAnd conference to discuss cross-sector collab to achieve shared #health goals pic.twitter.com/9vDBEN2vVE

David Sandman @DavidSandman1
40% of mortality due to behaviors. Personal responsibility or more? #nyulmcpophealth #healthand

Amy Shefrin @AmyShefrin
VCU's Steven Woolf: The solution is not just food access and sidewalks. @nyu #HealthAnd

Population Health @NYULMCpophealth
Today's JAMA study about rich living longer is “most detailed analysis to date,” says Dr. Woolf #HealthAnd

https://storify.com/NYULMCpophealth/health-and-conference
What’s powerful about new JAMA study is it shows in a more granular way higher levels of income says Dr. Woolf #HealthAnd

Health disparities between neighborhoods is about more than education & income says Steven Woolf #HealthAnd

Health disparities are also about “place-based characteristics”: safe housing, ltd. access to transport, pollution, etc. #HealthAnd

Health in all policies makes health paramount to environment, education, poverty etc #HealthAnd. #nyulmcpophealth

#HealthAnd twitter.com/JimKnickman/st…
Health is shaped by policy decisions that have been made over many years, says Dr Woolf, cites residential segregation #HealthAnd

Death rates rising among white, middle class Americans. Surprised? #HealthAnd #nyulmcpophealth

Woolf: Poverty & mobility rooted in long ago racist policies & neighborhood covenants that denied integration @NYULMCpophealth #HealthAnd
In the states with the lines, life expectancy has actually decreased, according to JAMA study #HealthAnd pic.twitter.com/ofqNc9LEz

"It's not just overdose deaths that are increasing, we have other symptoms of stress & frustration that are increasing"-Dr Woolf #HealthAnd
"We're seeing signs in America of a society with an upheaval in its economy," says Steven Woolf
#HealthAnd pic.twitter.com/QDy7A9NBMN

@NYULMCpophealth

"African Americans have been dealing with much higher mortality rates for a long time; gap is narrowing" w/whites says Dr Woolf #HealthAnd

@emeys5

Int. observation: Americans don’t really talk about wanting better health; their priority is living a good life-Dr Woolf #HealthAnd

https://storify.com/NYULMCpophealth/health-and-conference
Important editorial noted by Dr. Woolf: poor health as "the price of a ruthless economy"
gu.com/p/4e2a6/stw #healthand @NYULMCpophealth

Dr Steven Woolf talks about "strategy where stakeholders work together to improve health outcomes" #HealthAnd

Lens should be not how community gets engaged in healthcare but how healthcare can get involved in communities-Dr Woolf #HealthAnd

Read Dr. Steven Woolf's editorial to the Chetty life expectancy study in @JAMA_current #HealthAnd bit.ly/1SjkNA1

Loving this presentation by Dr. Steven Woolf at NYU Health And... conference @NYULMCpophealth #healthand
The Role of Hospitals in Improving #SDoH @NYULMCpophealth #HealthAnd @nys_health nyshealthfoundation.org/uploads/resour…

NIH funds basic science, social determinants not so much #HealthAnd #nyulmcpophealth

Best Dr Woolf quote: “The bassoonist is not going to create a beautiful symphony. Healthcare cannot do it alone” @NYULMCpophealth #healthand

Can Hospitals Heal America's Communities? | democracycollaborative.org @NYULMCpophealth #HealthAnd democracycollaborative.org/content/can-ho…

Woolf cautions about drawing conclusions on which policy factors matter from Chetty study, since it adjusted away race/ethnicity #HealthAnd
Population Health
@NYULMCpophealth

Now: discussing intersection of health & housing w/ @JudiKende, Ingrid Ellen of @NYUWagner, Joe Ravenell #HealthAnd bit.ly/1LmoiiE

2 DAYS AGO

Excited to attend #HealthAnd @NYULMCpophealth 1st annual conference, bridging place, education & healthcare! pic.twitter.com/bLua8Rg7UI

NYU CSAAH @NYU_CSAAH - 2 DAYS AGO
“This slide wakes me up every single day,” says Dr. Joseph Ravenell. #HealthAnd pic.twitter.com/KdgwjX8QO3

Men of color more likely to be uninsured, more likely to be employed in jobs that don’t provide sick time says Dr Ravenell #HealthAnd

Lack of perceived need for a physician is a critical attitudinal barrier to black men accessing primary care-Dr Ravenell #HealthAnd
In black community, church and barbershops are 2 very important cultural institutions says Dr Ravenell #HealthAnd pic.twitter.com/tb8IKXK03B

Population Health @NYULMCpophealth

Churches & barbershops are places to connect w/black men about health says Dr Ravenell #HealthAnd

Population Health @NYULMCpophealth

"If we just focus on clinics we’re going to miss many of the people who need interventions," says Dr Ravenell #HealthAnd

https://storify.com/NYULMCpophealth/health-and-conference
David Sandman
@DavidSandman1

Want to connect with Black men? Visit a church or barbershop. NYU men's health initiative
#HealthAnd #nyulmcpophealth #futureofhealthcare

2 DAYS AGO

JL
@jeanlucneptune

Man, sometimes I really miss the world of academic medicine - these presentations are like catnip
#healthand @NYULMCpophealth

2 DAYS AGO

The authors adjusted the dependent variable (life expectancy) for race/ethnicity, but the race-health relationship is confounded by covariates that the authors analyzed as independent variables. This is both a methodological and conceptual problem. Social marginalization is not reducible to single variables: education, employment, wages, savings, and the affordability of living expenses are all interconnected. Race/ethnicity is inseparable from the economic consequences and stress associated with segregation, past and present marginalization in the distribution of resources, structural racism, persistent poverty, and violence. Statistically disaggregating race/ethnicity from the covariates that shape disparities and treating these endogenous covariates as independent variables may distort correlations and inspire misleading conclusions. The authors report that being uninsured correlates little with life expectancy, but the latter was adjusted for the mortality rate of minorities who are statistically more likely to be uninsured. They claimed that life expectancy in the South is close to the national mean, but did so based on mortality rates adjusted for blacks, whose population is concentrated in the South.

Woolf on the problems in new Chetty #phealth study: jama.jamanetwork.com/mobile/article...
#healthand #inequality #racialequity pic.twitter.com/0fwwMdv6x6

URBANDATA @URBANDATA · 2 DAYS AGO

https://storify.com/NYULMCpophealth/health-and-conference
Great results from Dr. Ravenell’s church & barbershop patient navigation program #HealthAnd pic.twitter.com/ffXqWJMsrb

"When we place trusted people in trusted places, we actually have a chance to improve barriers to health," says Dr Ravenell #HealthAnd

Ravenell: When we place trusted people in trusted places we have potential to overcome barrier to improve health @NYULMCpophealth #HealthAnd
Mariana Arcaya discusses impact of Hurricane Katrina, which forced people to move to different, more sprawling cities #HealthAnd

People who moved to more sprawling areas after Katrina gained more weight says Dr Mariana Arcaya #HealthAnd pic.twitter.com/InDm8DdGsS

After Katrina, a person's baseline health was strong predictor in whether they ended up in high or low poverty areas-Dr Arcaya #HealthAnd
Yes: twitter.com/urbandata/stat… #healthand #racialequity twitter.com/nyulmcpophealt…

Moving from high to low poverty neighborhoods improves some outcomes for adults, incl. obesity & diabetes says Ingrid Gould Ellen #HealthAnd

Pollution, traffic, violence in neighborhoods all matter to children’s health outcomes says Dr Ingrid Ellen #HealthAnd

Outstanding research on “health and place” by Drs. Ravenell, Arcaya, and Ellen @NYULMCpophealth #healthand

High rent burdens have increased steadily in US; reasons to believe high rent burdens would reduce health says Dr Ingrid Ellen #HealthAnd
Ingrid Gould Ellen: Only 25% of those eligible get rent subsidies in US. 

@NYULMCpophealth

#HealthAnd

Our great #HealthAnd...Place panel: Judi Kende, Ingrid Ellen, Joe Ravenell, Mariana Arcaya

pic.twitter.com/PeZpcYrABs

At the Dept of Population Health, we try to use our research platform to bring in other sectors, says Dr Joseph Ravenell #HealthAnd
Great panel. Neighborhoods matter for health outcomes. #HealthAnd
twitter.com/NYULMCpophealth…

What trade offs can we live with, eg, housing quality vs affordability?  #HealthAnd
@NYULMCpophealth @NYULMC

Important panel about health & place on how neighborhoods & health outcomes are related
@NYULMCpophealth #healthand pic.twitter.com/Kd8NjL6Uri

https://storify.com/NYULMCpophealth/health-and-conference
Discussing health impact assessments as tools to bring sectors together for health
@NYULMCpophealth #healthAnd pic.twitter.com/0fgBZyNePy

Population Health
@NYULMCpophealth

Now: healthcare & community w/Sherry Glided of @NYUWagner, @ShreyaKangovi, Dawn Alley of @CMSInnovates #HealthAnd bit.ly/1LmoiiE

Population Health
@NYULMCpophealth

Challenge primary care practices face meeting practice transformation goals has received too little attention says Donna Shelley #HealthAnd
Still 2000 small primary care practices in NYC serve 2 million ppl #healthand @NYULMCpophealth

Are small, community practices dying? Not at all, says Dr Shelley. 2 million plus New Yorkers go to small primary care practices #HealthAnd

Smaller practice size is associated with fewer preventable hospitalizations says Dr Shelley #HealthAnd

Primary care extension in #ACA could help small primary care offices get to evidence-based best practices but it's unfunded #HealthAnd

Donna Shelley: Small practices assoc w lower hospitalization but less likely to have resources to refer pt to community resources #HealthAnd
As we move forward to reduce health disparities, we should not leave small primary care practices behind says Dr Shelley #HealthAnd

Community health workers are lay people who share life experience with the patients they serve, says Dr @ShreyaKangovi of Penn #HealthAnd

Cmmty health workers should be no brainer but often haven't worked #HealthAnd @NYULMCpophealth

It's not that easy to get community health worker programs right, says @ShreyaKangovi #HealthAnd

We are pleased to have Dr. Dawn Alley of @CMSinnovates talking about the payer perspective & how to fund prevention #HealthAnd

https://storify.com/NYULMCpophealth/health-and-conference
@CMSinnovates is thinking about better care, smarter spending, healthier people—population health is woven through all of those #HealthAnd

2 DAYS AGO

Accountable health communities is @CMSinnovates's first investment to get to the social determinants of health says Dr Alley #HealthAnd

2 DAYS AGO

There are barriers to people acting on referrals, like transportation or language, says Dr Dawn Alley of @CMSinnovates #HealthAnd

2 DAYS AGO

@CMSinnovates plans to fund community services navigation programs to help patients act on referrals says Dr. Dawn Alley #HealthAnd

2 DAYS AGO

https://storify.com/NYULMCpophealth/health-and-conference
Our excellent #HealthAnd...Healthcare panel with Drs. Brian Elbel, Dawn Alley, Shreya Kangovi, Donna Shelley [link]

On health working w/social services: "If you’re going to give social service more business they need more money," - Dr. Shelley #HealthAnd

Alley: Need to expand our definition of when an intervention "works." Not just about $$ savings. Patient satisfaction is a win. #HealthAnd
Questioners: How do we pair community health workers with providers? Not a lot of training to do that right now. #HealthAnd

@CharlesSawyers of Sloane Kettering talking about the importance of gene sequencing to #precisionmedicine for treating cancer #HealthAnd

Role of precision science in population health: We'll be doing sequencing at large scale for cancer, says Dr. Sawyers #HealthAnd

What r the implications of a precision medicine-dominant national health agenda for the goals of public health? asks @sandrogalea #HealthAnd

#HealthAnd @sandrogalea help populations vs individuals? Narrow subgroups ok, but should we put all $$ towards precision medicine approach?

https:// storify.com/NYULMCpophealth/health-and-conference
Precision medicine is getting us to target ever-narrower subgroups says @sandrogalea #HealthAnd
pic.twitter.com/5v4BEv0ua0

Heather Taffet Gold
@HTGoldPhD

#HealthAnd @sandrogalea Hard to predict the individual outcome from pop-level assocn @NYULMCpophealth

Population Health @NYULMCpophealth

Is precision medicine really where we should be investing all of our eggs, asks @sandrogalea of @BUSPH #HealthAnd

https://storify.com/NYULMCpophealth/health-and-conference
The challenge to #precisionmedicine: can we extrapolate population observations to individuals? @NYULMCpophealth #HealthAnd

Is precision medicine a population health intervention? @sandrogalea presents @NYULMC @NYULMCpophealth #HealthAnd pic.twitter.com/ctl7dkjfgN

#HealthAnd if want to improve health of popns, cannot dig deeper into finding narrow subgroups, limited generalizability of precision med
We've adopted precision approach for the past 30 years, & we have poor health compared to other wealthy nations says @sandrogalea #HealthAnd

Heather Taffet Gold @HTGoldPhD

#HealthAnd Pharmaceutical approach does not improve life expectancy @sandrogalea @NYULMCpophealth

Amy Shefrin @AmyShefrin

.@sandrogalea: Deeper we go w precision med, less generalizable findings. Pro Penicillin 4 All or Rx R&D for 1? @NYULMCpophealth #HealthAnd

Imbalance: money going to precision research is not going to addressing upstream causes of health says Steven Woolf #HealthAnd

U.S. doesn’t spend more on health than other countries; we spend more on medicine says @sandrogalea #HealthAnd

https://storify.com/NYULMCpophealth/health-and-conference
US spends more on medicine than other countries; less on health  #HealthAnd @sandrogalea @NYULMCpophealth

dlifetime expectancy has not increased for 80% of Americans in the last 30 yrs – @sandrogalea #HealthAnd @NYULMCpophealth

cancer has been complicit in the stagnation of life expectancy – @sandrogalea #HealthAnd

In precision medicine, the taxpayer is paying for a better understanding of the genomic diversity of cancer says @CharlesSawyers #HealthAnd

zip codes have more value than genetic codes in examining  #populationhealth @NYULMCpophealth #HealthAnd
Panel on potential gains & cons of focusing on precision medicine rather than pop health
#healthand @NYULMCpophealth pic.twitter.com/JxywMLRtGC

eggfemme
@eggfemme

u.s. spends more on meds than any other facet healthcare, incl. public health, mental health, safety, education – @sandrogaalea #HealthAnd

CBWCHC
@CBWCHC

What is “Precision Public Health”? Panel talks: oxymoron or innovation? #healthand

https://storify.com/NYULMCpophealth/health-and-conference
Heather Taffet Gold @HTGoldPhD

Ethics should enter conversation about conduct, investment in precisionmedicine HealthAnd @NYULMCpophealth

Amy Shefrin @AmyShefrin

Benefits of CHWs that relate to patients now widely accepted. Now what? Docs that look like patients. #HealthAnd twitter.com/ncqa/status/71…

eggfemme @eggfemme

links between education and health have long been established #HealthAnd @NYULMCpophealth

https://storify.com/NYULMCpophealth/health-and-conference
Jo Ivey Boufford of @NYAMNYC kicks off our #HealthAnd...Education panel by asking how these 2 sectors work together pic.twitter.com/VfGijoZN7j

yet we will talk more about healthy eating than health + education  #HealthAnd @NYULMCpophealth

ParentCorps, an early childhood program, makes impact across domains of academic achievement, mental health, & physical health #HealthAnd
Sick kids don’t learn well, says Dr Cynthia Lamy of @RobinHoodNYC #HealthAnd pic.twitter.com/Bfiy6hJCua

There are many more risks in high poverty neighborhoods & schools than typically & they’re much more intense-Cynthia Lamy #HealthAnd

20% NYC public school students deal with mental health issues – few get the resources they need #HealthAnd @NYULMCpophealth

https://storify.com/NYULMCpophealth/health-and-conference
Access to free, full-day, high quality pre-K for every NYC four-year-old by Cybele Raver #HealthAnd pic.twitter.com/qF28cjTMcx

Could we use behavioral interventions like automatic enrollment and small rewards to help parents? asks Dr Raver #HealthAnd

Pre-K for All brought together Headstart and community-based organizations w/ schools says Dr. Laurie Brotman #HealthAnd
We’re focused on parent-child interaction around food and meal time says Dr. Laurie Brotman of ParentCorps #HealthAnd

Kids who are in school with ParentCorps, a parenting program, benefit even if their parents aren’t enrolled says Laurie Brotman #HealthAnd

Pre-school may be one safe space in kids’ life if all of the other spaces have many problems says Dr. Cybele Raver #HealthAnd

"There’s a great opportunity here in NYC for all of us in public health and education to work together,"-Dr. Boufford of @NYAMNYC #HealthAnd

Read our #HealthAnd keynote speaker Steven Woolf’s op-ed about the Chetty life expectancy study in @JAMA_current bit.ly/1SJkNA1
"Many of us would embrace the notion of being upstream-ists but that leads a bit to being everything-alists," says Dr Gourevitch #HealthAnd

Important to "stay focused" as we become "relatively macro" says Dr. @MarcGourevitch #HealthAnd

how can we shift the conversation on metrics to talk about measures of happiness + community wellbeing? #HealthAnd @NYULMCpophealth

Marc Gourevitch: if we are "upstreamests" does this imply we are "everythingests?" Is this good or bad? #healthand. @NYULMCpophealth

Dr. Gourevitch: this is one of a series of moments in evolution of role of health community & partners working in allied fields #HealthAnd
@NYULMCpophealth Shifting the conversation to neighborhood-level measures of #wellbeing & happiness ctdatahaven.org/blog/datahaven… #HealthAnd #nnip

Population Health
@NYULMCpophealth

Thanks to everyone who came and participated in our first annual #HealthAnd Conference. We’ll see you next year!

BU Public Health
@BUSPH

RT @NYULMCpophealth: U.S. doesn’t spend more on health than other countries; we spend more on medicine says @sandrogalea #HealthAnd
Our #PrecisionMedicine panel: @sandrogalea, @GbengaOgedegbe, & @CharlesSawyers #HealthAnd pic.twitter.com/xQgDtsfit0

Elaine Meyer @emeyer5

Much focus today on strong link b/w place & health: life expectancy story & @NYULMCpophealth #HealthAnd conference nytimes.com/interactive/20...

Population Health @NYULMCpophealth

Read our #HealthAnd keynote speaker Steven Woolf's great op-ed about the life expectancy study in @JAMA_current bit.ly/25XJT89